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We integrate a small and portable medical x-ray device with mechanical testing equipment to enable in situ, non-invasive measurements of a granular material’s response to mechanical loading. We
employ an orthopedic C-arm as the x-ray source and detector to image samples mounted in the materials tester. We discuss the design of a custom rotation stage, which allows for sample rotation
and tomographic reconstruction under applied compressive stress. We then discuss the calibration of
the system for 3D computed tomography, as well as the subsequent image reconstruction process.
Using this system to reconstruct packings of 3D-printed particles, we resolve packing features with
0.52 mm resolution in a (60 mm)3 field of view. By analyzing the performance bounds of the system,
we demonstrate that the reconstructions exhibit only moderate noise. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4893555]
I. INTRODUCTION

Typically, granular materials research is interested in the
complex relationship between a packing’s bulk behavior and
its local, microstructural evolution. Commonly, this requires a
simultaneous understanding of the forces acting on a granular
system and the microstructural rearrangements that respond
to these forces.1–4 However, studying the local evolution in
three dimensions remains a challenge because most granular
materials are optically opaque. With the exception of indexmatched particles packed in a fluid,5–7 in situ observation
of local particle configurations in a three-dimensional (3D)
packing requires specialized non-invasive imaging techniques
such as magnetic resonance or x-ray imaging.8–28 X-ray imaging, in particular, has proven to be one of the most versatile
techniques to peer inside of the microstructure in 3D systems.
To track time-dependent processes in a system’s interior, 2D
projection radiography has the advantage of speed.29–34 However, to capture the full 3D structure of granular systems,
x-ray tomography is required.17, 21–28
When imaging with x-rays, there are trade-offs to using different imaging systems. Synchrotron sources can
produce very high resolution images, and their brightness
allows for imaging at high speed. However, the beam cross
section is typically very small, constraining the imaging fieldof-view.21, 27, 30 Medical x-ray scanners can provide a large
field-of-view with high resolution. However, such systems are
expensive and severely limit access to internal hardware and
software configurations, making them difficult to integrate
into experiments and extract optimized quantitative measurements of non-biological samples. Benchtop or larger computed tomography (CT) scanners for materials science can
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produce high resolution 3D reconstructions.24, 25, 28 However,
these scanners are often limited to small samples (typically
no larger than a couple centimeters tall) and usually require
special, dedicated test fixtures to hold samples and apply
stress.
What has been lacking in granular mechanics research
is a versatile x-ray system that can be combined with existing materials testing equipment and can image the large samples used in such equipment (typically 50–75 mm in diameter
and 100–150 mm tall). Here, we describe such a combination,
based on a small, mobile, medical x-ray system called a mini
C-arm. In a C-arm, the x-ray source and detector are located
at the two ends of a C-shaped metal beam that can be positioned as needed in 3D. These machines typically are used
in image-guided medical procedures, where the open side of
the “C” can easily be positioned to fit around the body part to
be imaged. With large C-arms, computer controlled rotation
of the “C” around the patient allows for 3D tomography;35, 36
with mini C-arms, the beam position must be adjusted manually and tomography is not performed in a medical setting.
Instead, mini C-arms are typically used to perform quick diagnostics or monitor the positioning of catheters during surgical procedures. Recently, medical C-arms have been used
outside of hospitals as well; Goldman and co-workers used
projection images from a mini C-arm to track the movement
of small lizards (“sandfish”) through granular media.32 While
these examples demonstrate how a fixed mini C-arm can be
used for 2D-projection data, tomography of a static sample is also possible if the sample is rotated in front of the
beam.
Our x-ray tomography system integrates an Orthoscan
mini C-arm with a custom sample rotation stage. It is combined with an Instron 5800 series materials tester that we
use to strain the sample while measuring stress. This setup
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FIG. 1. (a) Imaging setup located in the Instron materials tester, allowing for in situ measurements of microstructure and bulk response. (b) Detailed schematic
of tomography rotation stage.

allows us to perform tomographic analysis of the local internal structure of samples at any stage of a mechanical loading
process. Advantageously, this combination provides a large
field of view—(6 cm)3 —reconstructed to resolve 520 μm
features, together with the ability to measure forces up to
50 kN and displacements as small as 10 μm. With this
setup, we demonstrate the ability to track microstructural
changes in relation to the exact stresses exerted on the
sample.
II. HARDWARE
A. Setup

To perform in situ compression and tomography, we designed a system around three key components: a materials
tester (Instron 5869, Instron), a mini C-arm x-ray source and
detector (Orthoscan FD, Orthoscan Inc.), and a custom rotation stage that we designed specifically for this system. The
Instron materials tester sits on a lab bench and consists of a
base on which to mount the sample, a horizontal cross-head
with a load cell to compress the sample and measure the resulting forces, and two vertical pillars which control and measure the cross-head motion with an accuracy of 10 μm. This
machine performs both compressive and tensile tests on materials, measuring forces up to 50 kN with an accuracy of 0.5 N.
The mini C-arm consists of a wheeled base, a multiplyhinged arm, and the “C”-shaped x-ray source/detector structure. Once the base is placed near the materials tester, the
hinged arm allows the source and detector to be precisely
placed and oriented in 3D to properly image the sample. Finally, the rotation stage attaches rigidly to the Instron, aligned
to rotate around the compression axis. The entire setup is surrounded on three sides by a 1 mm lead curtain (Infab Corp) to
protect the lab from radiation exposure.

Figure 1(a) depicts the integrated system with all three
main components in place for testing. As shown in the figure,
the C-arm wraps around the frame of our Instron materials
tester. The C-arm is adjusted so that the sample fills up to 90%
of the image width and is centered in the detector’s field of
view. The detector is then carefully oriented vertically before
each experiment, ensuring that the detector plane is perpendicular to the rotation plane. The C-arm is stabilized against
motion and sag by securing it to the test bench with aluminum
t-slot framing and c-clamps. Between the source and detector,
the sample sits fixed to our custom rotation stage. In this configuration, we can compress a material to measure its stress response, then pause the test, rotate the sample in-place through
360◦ while acquiring x-ray projections, and finally continue
compressing the sample.
Because the materials tester and x-ray source/detector
can be obtained commercially, the key to integration lies in
constructing an appropriate rotation stage. The rotation stage
must satisfy several requirements for both x-ray tomography
and material compression. First, the stage must be able to
rigidly constrain a sample—up to 150 mm tall and 50 mm
in diameter—as it rotates smoothly during imaging. Second,
the stage must not obstruct the sample at any point of the rotation. Third, the rotation plane must remain perpendicular
to the detector. Fourth, the stage should mate with the material tester and maintain the precise alignment of traditional
attachments. Fifth, the stage should sustain up to 10 kN forces
achieved when testing strong granular materials. Finally, the
stage should not alter or interfere with the measured stress
response of the granular materials.
The stage that we designed to satisfy these requirements
is shown and annotated in Fig. 1(b). To satisfy mechanical alignment and loading requirements, all parts were machined to a tolerance of 50 μm. Moving interfaces were
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designed with low-friction material pairs, while rigid connections were designed from robust materials (aluminum, steel,
acrylic). To allow the sample to move during compression but
not during rotation, the sample is attached to two horizontal acrylic plates joined by 3 vertical alignment posts. When
compressed, low-friction bushings allow the top plate to slide
smoothly along the posts without affecting the measurement.
When rotating, the top plate is rigidly fixed to the posts using
shaft collars to prevent motion from upward restoring forces.
Because the alignment posts will partially obscure the sample when imaging, they are placed 100 mm off-center, so
that when rotated, two posts will never align in front of the
50 mm-diameter sample. To further minimize reconstruction
artifacts from the posts, they are constructed out of carbon
fiber rods, which have a low x-ray attenuation cross-section,
and are strong enough to hold a compressed sample in place
during rotation. Finally, the entire stage is fixed to an aluminum rotation shaft that smoothly spins in brass bushings
within the gear bracket. When compressed, the rotation shaft
transmits loads to the base of the material tester through a
tightened shaft collar resting on the gear bracket, in order to
not affect the material measurement.
The rotation stage is driven by a 200-step microstepping motor (motor part no. 85BYGH450C-03, controller no.
CW860-C; Circuit Specialists Inc.), geared down 1:4 to rotate
the sample through 800 evenly-spaced projections per 360◦ .
While the stepper motor rotates through consistent steps, we
use a rotary encoder (EM1-2-2500-I; US Digital) to guarantee global alignment of the sample between different imaging
sequences. This way, we do not have to implement computationally intensive 3D volume registration to directly compare
different reconstructed volumes.
At each of the 800 rotation steps, images are exposed
using the C-arm’s 80 kVp/100 μA beryllium x-ray source
(50 μm focal spot diameter). Note that due to software limitations, the source voltage and current are coupled in our
Orthoscan system so that increasing the source voltage also
increases the source current. The images are acquired with a
15 cm × 12 cm digital detector, at a resolution of 1024 × 968
pixels2 . In order to mitigate beam-hardening artifacts due to
polychromatic x-rays, we fix a 1 mm copper plate in front of
the source. With a filtered source, experiments reveal that an
exposure time of 2 s at a beam energy of 75 kVp produces the
best images.
Both sample rotation and image acquisition are managed
using LabView on a dedicated control computer. In order
for the control computer to receive images from the C-arm
after acquisition, a DICOM server on the control computer
must listen for data. Because of its simplicity, we installed the
server provided with the DICOM Toolkit.37
B. Calibration

As with all x-ray tube sources, our x-ray source emits a
conical beam that projects inhomogeneously onto the detector. Because of this beam geometry, as well as systematic inhomogeneities in the detector, both the system geometry and
the image intensity must be calibrated before a sample can be
reconstructed.
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1. Beam geometry calibration

In order to reconstruct a 3D volume from a set of 2D
conebeam projections, certain geometric parameters of the
setup need to be measured for each imaging sequence. Before
each experiment, we calculate the imaging geometry using
the calibration method described in Yang et al.38 This method
relies on a calibration phantom, which in our case consists
of an acrylic cylinder, with eight 2 mm steel beads spaced
evenly along the upper 2/3 of the cylinder. The calibration
phantom rigidly attaches to the rotation stage in the same location as the sample, and is imaged at 400 angles over 360◦ .
A projection image of the calibration phantom is shown in
Fig. 2(a). After image preprocessing, the 400 calibration images are analyzed to determine the bead centers, yielding
a trajectory for each bead. These trajectories form ellipses,
whose specific fit parameters provide us with the necessary
geometric information.38 Figure 2(b) shows a sample bead
trajectory and the associated ellipse fit.
Using this calibration method, we determine five key geometric parameters for our system: the source-detector distance (RSD ), the source-sample distance (RSI ), the projection
of the rotation axis on the detector (u0 ), the projection of the
horizontal fan-beam slice on the detector (v0 ), and the inplane detector tilt (η). Figure 3 illustrates how the system geometry relates to the parameters η, u0 , and v0 . These parameters describe the relationship between the detector, source,
and the sample, which are together used to define the backprojection geometry as required by our reconstruction algorithm.
For more details, see Sec. III B as well as Yang et al.38
Typical values of the calibration parameters are shown
in Table I. The parameters will generally vary across experiments if the C-arm is taken down and set up again.
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FIG. 2. Geometric calibration process. We collect projections of 8 steel
markers as they are rotated around the rotation stage. A typical projection
image is shown in (a). The path that each bead follows can be fitted to an
ellipse, as shown in (b) for a single bead. With the fit information for all 8
beads, the system’s geometric properties can be uniquely determined.
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FIG. 3. (a) Projection geometry for our tomography setup. The fan-beam slice projects as a horizontal line onto the detector. (b) If the detector is perfectly
aligned, then η = 0, the fan-beam slice projects onto the detector at row v0 , and the rotation axis projects as a vertical line at column u0 . (c) If the detector is
rotated by an angle η > 0, then the rotation axis projects onto the detector at angle η. In this case, u0 is determined by the u-coordinate where the rotation axis
intersects the horizontal fan-beam slice at v0 .

2. Detector calibration

To calibrate our reconstruction software for spatial variations in the incident x-ray intensity and detector response,
we capture a “whitefield” image, or unobstructed x-ray exposure, with which to normalize the projection data. Since this
image will be used for normalization, any random noise will
typically be amplified and will cause reconstruction artifacts.
To minimize random noise, we acquire 50 white-field images,
each with the same exposure time and source energy as when
imaging the sample. These 50 independent images are then
averaged together to create a master white-field image, which
is ultimately used to normalize the projection data.
Additionally, when using a digital detector, electronic
noise can produce systematic drift in the detector readings.
To minimize this drift, the C-arm is regularly calibrated for
“dark-current correction” using a built-in calibration tool.
Aside from the dark-current correction, no other C-arm calibration is performed with built-in tools; all other image calibrations occur during image preprocessing as described in
Sec. III A.
C. Experimental procedures

In our experiments, we screw the granular packings into
the rotation stage, lower the stage’s top-plate onto the sample,
TABLE I. Typical calibration parameters. RSI varies because we sometimes
adjust the source-sample distance to increase resolution at the expense of field
of view (see Sec. III C 2 for dependence of resolution on RSI ).
Calibration parameters
RSD
RSI
u0
v0
η

Typical value
4000 pixels
2000–2300 pixels
Col 490
Row 455
0.010 rad

and screw a threaded rod into the top of the sample through a
hole in the top plate. This threaded rod is then tightly gripped
by the material tester’s wedge-grip accessory so that the sample is rigidly connected to the material tester’s load cell and
cross-head. During compression, the cross-head lowers quasistatically, at a rate of 8 mm/min. At pre-determined compression levels, the cross-head pauses so that the sample can be
imaged.
Before imaging, the sample is fixed at its current degree
of compression by tightening shaft collars onto the carbon
fiber alignment rods. After the sample is fixed, the gripper
is disconnected from the threaded rod attached to the sample, so that the rotation stage can rotate freely. The sample
is then imaged at 0.47◦ increments, for a total of 800 images per 360◦ . While cone beam reconstruction can be accomplished by imaging over a smaller angular range, we observed
fewer reconstruction artifacts when reconstructing with data
acquired over 360◦ .
At each angle, the x-ray source and detector expose the
sample for 2 s and then wait for 1.5 s while the sample is rotated. The 1.5 s break is necessary to ensure that the C-arm
has time to save the previous image and process the next activation signal. The imaging process is computer-controlled
through LabView, and signals are sequentially sent to the motor controller and C-arm using analog signals from a National
Instruments DAQ. In order to trigger the C-arm from the computer, we pass a square pulse through an optocoupler that
closes the external triggering circuit on the C-arm. Software
limitations on the C-arm require that each set of 800 images is
broken up into two runs of 400 images each. As a result, our
system requires brief operator interaction halfway through the
imaging process.
Once imaging at one compression level is complete, we
reattach the material tester to the sample and resume compressing the sample. After an experiment, we retrieve the image data from the C-arm using a built-in DICOM export feature. The internal C-arm export software contains a bug that
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FIG. 4. To reconstruct a collection of 2D projections into a 3D volume, we process the acquired data through 4 steps. (a) Raw projection images are acquired
by the C-arm. (b) Projections are cropped, cleaned, and normalized. (c) The natural logarithm of the normalized images is compiled into a sinogram (x-z slice
shown), which is then filtered with a ramp kernel, amplifying higher frequency components within each image. (d) The filtered sinogram is backprojected into
a 3D volume of linear attenuation coefficients using the FDK algorithm.39

occasionally distorts exported images. This distortion consistently takes the form of a vertical displacement of the image
and black striping near the bottom. Leveraging the consistency of the bug, the receiving server checks for corrupted
DICOM files and rejects them, alerting the operator to manually re-export the malformed images.

III. 3D RECONSTRUCTION
A. Image preprocessing

Once properly exported, output images require preprocessing to correct for two disruptive image artifacts. The first
artifact, dead detector pixels, introduces black lines and points
into the acquired images. We identify dead pixels using a local threshold, and interpolate their values using an inpainting
algorithm.40 The specific inpainting algorithm we use is available in the OpenCV computer vision library.41
The second artifact, non-uniform illumination, is caused
separately by both the x-ray source and detector. First, inhomogeneities in the x-ray source produce spatial variations in
the x-ray intensity at different points on the detector. Second, the detector housing contributes a feint hexagonal grid
to the images. In order to remove both of these variations
from the raw images, we normalize projections of the sample by a white-field image, which is taken under the same
conditions as the sample, but without any obstructions in the
field of view. Note: Such a normalization step naturally arises
when reconstructing tomographic data.42

B. Tomographic reconstruction

The purpose of the reconstruction process is to back out
the 3D map of linear attenuation coefficients within the sample. Our reconstruction software is a custom implementation
of the Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) cone-beam reconstruction algorithm.39 The software takes a preprocessed image
stack and the calibration information, and reconstructs a 3D
volume of attenuation coefficients. Our code is designed specially to run in parallel on a graphics processing unit using the
“CUDA” platform from NVIDAI. We used a GeForce GTX
550 Ti graphics card (192 CUDA Cores) on a custom computer with 16 GB RAM, a 3.3 GHz Intel i5 processor, running
Ubuntu Linux. With this computing configuration, we are able
to process and reconstruct full volumes in 1 h.

All of our software for preprocessing and reconstruction
is implemented in Python and C. In order to efficiently handle the images and volume data, we use many open-source
Python libraries designed for scientific computing.41, 43–45
The reconstruction algorithm was implemented following Kak and Slaney, Chap. 3,42 without modification. To reconstruct the map of attenuation coefficients within the sample, the preprocessed images are assembled into a stack of
projection image known as a sinogram. In the process of assembly, the natural logarithm of the data is taken, so that
the sinogram represents −ln (I/I0 ), where I0 is the whitefield
intensity and I is the detected x-ray transmission intensity.
The sinogram is then filtered with a ramp kernel42 and backprojected into a 3D volume using the FDK reconstruction
algorithm.39 Figure 4 demonstrates the process that takes a series of projection images into a final reconstruction. As shown
in the figure, the carbon-fiber posts appear in the processed
images. At first glance, these posts may seem to threaten the
quality of the reconstructed volumes because the posts partially obstruct the sample. However, as shown in Fig. 4(d),
the visible effect that the posts have on the reconstruction
image is to introduce black striping outside of the packing.
This striping arises because the posts briefly exit the field of
view while the packing is rotated. As a result, the posts introduce a low-spatial-frequency artifact into the reconstruction,
which corresponds to the missing information at the post position when the posts exit the detector’s field of view. Since
the posts rotate outside of the horizontal field-of-view, this
low-frequency artifact only reconstructs to the corners of the
image where the distance to the image center exceeds the horizontal image size. In addition to this low-frequency artifact,
the posts also introduce some mid- and high-frequency noise
into the reconstruction. These effects are incorporated into our
empirical noise estimates discussed below.
We imaged a packing of 2 mm plastic cubes after triaxial compression, and present the reconstructed packing along
with the stress response in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) depicts a rendering of the reconstructed volume, partially cut to reveal the
internal structure. The second image shows an x − y slice of
the reconstructed packing. Figure 5(b) presents the compressive response of the cube packing, measured before imaging.
C. Reconstruction quality

Our reconstruction quality can be assessed in three parts:
noise, spatial resolution, and artifacts.
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value corrupted by Gaussian noise, and fit to find the mean
and standard deviation of each peak. While the fit reveals that
neither peak is perfectly Gaussian, it suffices to estimate signal quality.
We calculate a common differential SNR, comparing the
contrast between the 3D-printed phantom and the air to the average width of the noise distribution within the two media:46
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FIG. 5. (a) 3D rendering and 2D cross section of reconstruction data from a
granular packing of cubes after 4.5% compression. The corresponding stressstrain curve for that experimental run is shown in (b).

1. Noise

The signal quality of our reconstructions can be quantified by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which captures our
ability to distinguish a reconstructed sample from background
noise. To measure SNR, we reconstruct a homogeneous 3Dprinted phantom, which is shown as an inset to Fig. 6. The
figure shows the histogram of reconstructed gray values in the
3D volume, demonstrating two clear peaks near 0 and 0.81
(mm−1 ). The first peak corresponds to the air (background)
while the second peak corresponds to the 3D-printed phantom. To quantify the image characteristics, we model the plastic phantom and the air as well-defined by a single grayscale

FIG. 6. Histogram of the reconstructed voxel values in a reconstruction of
a 3D-printed phantom. The two peaks reflect the density of air and the plastic, respectively, which are both corrupted by noise. By approximating the
noise as Gaussian, we fit the histogram to extract the peak centers and widths
in order to calculate the image quality in our reconstructions. The red dots
indicate the calculated histogram values, while the dashed line represents a
two-peak Gaussian fit to the data. The inset image depicts an x − y slice of
the reconstruction.

This SNR indicates that we have fairly high contrast allowing us to statistically distinguish the 3D-printed material
from the air despite the moderate noise. A smart processing
algorithm could be implemented to properly segment the sample from the background, accounting for the measured noise
distribution.
Note that some negative values appear in our reconstructed images. Negative values can arise in filtered backprojection reconstructions because the filtration kernel introduces
negative values into the filtered projections. For perfectly acquired data, these negatives cancel out during the backprojection process, but in the presence of noise and undersampling,
some negative values can survive in the final reconstructed
image, especially in low attenuation regions (see Chap. 5 of
Kak and Slaney).42 Indeed, our reconstructions only obtain
negative values in background regions, as demonstrated in
plots of Figs. 7(b) and 8(b).
2. Spatial resolution

We reconstruct volumes of 400 × 400 × 500 voxels,
with a voxel edge length of 150 μm. For our needs, these reconstruction parameters sufficiently balanced resolution and
computation time. However, our imaging hardware is theoretically limited only by the effective focal spot and detector
pixel sizes, as scaled to the rotation axis. In this section, by
assuming a 2D fan-beam geometry, we propagate these two
limiting factors through the reconstruction process in order to
estimate the 3D resolution of our imaging system.
Based on the reconstruction algorithm and beam geometry, the final reconstructed image resolution will depend on
the projection resolution at the sample. This means that the finite detector resolution (pixel spacing) must be geometrically
projected to the sample center to characterize the resolution
of the system. Additionally, the resolution can be affected because the x-ray beam emanates from a finite focal spot. Thus,
to estimate the overall resolution in projection images, we
combine the resolution restrictions imposed by finite detector pixel spacing and by finite source width. In the case of finite detector pixel spacing, du = 150 μm, we assume a point
source and can consider the geometric magnification between
the source and detector. If the source-detector spacing is RSD
and the source-sample distance is RSI , then the spatial resoR
lution at the sample center is demagnified to du = R SI du.
SD
To account for finite source width, ds = 50 μm, we assume
infinitesimal detector resolution and can similarly demagnify
R −R
the source resolution onto the sample plane, ds  = SDR SI ds.
SD
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FIG. 7. To measure our system’s spatial resolution, we reconstruct the phantom shown in (a), and extract 28 edge profiles from different points around the
perimeter (highlighted in blue and red). Fitting each profile to an error function, we can extract the width parameter, c, and relate this number to the resolution of
our system. In (b), the red profile from (a) is plotted. Red squares represent the measured intensity values along the profile, and the black line denotes the error
function fit.

Combining these two contributions, we estimate that the spatial resolution of our projections at the sample is

dx = du2 + ds 2 ≈ 80 μm.
The projected spatial resolution, dx, can then be propagated
through the reconstruction process to estimate the maximum spatial resolution in the reconstructed volumes. At the
very least, the projected resolution must be combined in
quadrature with the reconstruction voxel size. For 150 μm
voxels, this yields a best case reconstruction resolution of
175 μm.
In order to quantify the resolution of our hardware and reconstruction algorithm directly, we image a resolution phantom shown in Fig. 7(a). The phantom is 3D-printed with a resolution of 30 μm, so that surface roughness is not detectable
with our imaging setup. To measure the spatial resolution of
our imaging system, we first reconstruct the phantom into a
volume as described above. We then measure the edge profile
at 28 locations around the sample (highlighted in Fig. 7(a)).
A sample profile along the left edge of the phantom is shown
in Fig. 7(b).
In an ideal system, we would expect the reconstructed radial profile to reflect a clean step function at the edge of the
phantom. However, since our imaging system has a finite im(a)

pulse response, this discontinuous edge will be blurred by an
approximately Gaussian point spread function (PSF), producing an error function edge profile. Mathematically, then, we
expect the edge profile in the reconstruction to be of the form


x−b
+ d,
f (x) = a · erf
c
which is described by four free parameters. Of these parameters, the width, c, also describes
√ the standard deviation of the
Gaussian PSF, where c = 2σgauss . As shown in Fig. 7(b),
we fit the profiles to an error function, and used the fitted c to
calculate our resolution as
√
δ = (F W H M)Gaussian = c · 2 ln 2.
This resolution criterion captures the ability of our imaging system to identify edges in a sample. Generally, a complete understanding of the system resolution can be obtained
by calculating the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF).47
The MTF is calculated as magnitude of the Fourier Transform of the system’s PSF, which we assume is Gaussian. For
some analysis tasks, a specific point (such as 5% contrast)
on the MTF is employed as the useful resolution criterion.47
However, this criterion is highly application-specific and
can suffer drawbacks when used in other applications.47

(b)

FIG. 8. Three common artifacts that we encounter are rings, capping, and beam-hardening. In (a), the reconstructed slice clearly shows the concentric ringing
artifact. Although the ringing artifact does not visually obstruct the homogeneous phantom, the rings disrupt image analysis of random packings. Additionally,
the dark shadows and bright fans near the edge of the phantom arise from beam hardening during acquisition. In (b), a cross section of the image in (a)
demonstrates the capping artifact clearly: while we expect the cylindrical phantom to appear as a clean step in the cross-section plot (black dotted line), the
reconstructed profile (red +) rises nonlinearly, achieving maximum brightness at the center of the image.
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Instead, since our ultimate task is to distinguish closelypacked particles by their high-contrast edges, the blurred edge
width is a more appropriate resolution criterion to employ.
Averaging across 28 independent edge profiles to minimize the effects of reconstruction noise, we calculate our
imaging resolution to be δ̄ = 3.4 ± 0.5 pixels. For our reconstructed voxel edge length of 150 μm, this translates into a
spatial resolution of δ̄ = 520 μm. Since δ̄ is higher than our
estimated hardware limit, a more complex PSF is clearly arising from the reconstruction process.
When considered as the width of the PSF, δ̄ sheds light
on the origin of the wide signal peak in Fig. 6—not only does
noise contribute to this peak, but a wider PSF significantly
widens the peak as well! Stemming from this observation, if
this reconstruction PSF can be accurately measured, then the
resolution and SNR can be improved by using advanced deconvolution techniques.

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85, 083708 (2014)

Very rarely, we have encountered other, more complex
artifacts in the reconstruction process. Most of the time, these
artifacts arise from detector motion during the experiment. If
the C-arm is not properly secured, it can sag under gravity and
can also shift if vibrated or bumped, changing the system geometry from the initial calibration state. Since the reconstruction process relies heavily on the geometric calibration, even
small changes to the source/detector geometry can be enough
to introduce significant artifacts into the reconstruction.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrate how a medical mini C-arm
can be integrated with a traditional materials testing apparatus
to perform x-ray tomography of a material sample while it is
being mechanically stressed. Our system provides a number
of advantages over existing non-invasive measurement techniques for materials testing. Our system:

r is low-cost compared to existing medical and syn-

3. Artifacts

Despite our high-quality reconstructions, we encounter
three common artifacts in our imaging data: rings, capping
artifacts, and beam-hardening artifacts. Figure 8 demonstrates
these three effects clearly.
Ring artifacts manifest themselves in every z-slice of the
reconstruction, with some slices demonstrating the artifact
worse than others. These rings can appear for different reasons, but are most commonly caused in our system by improperly normalized bad detector pixels. Along with degrading the SNR of the system, they introduce hard edges into the
reconstruction that obstruct certain image analysis techniques
based on gradient detection. Fortunately, ring artifacts can be
reduced in many ways including, better x-ray detectors, better bad-pixel inpainting algorithms, or iterative reconstruction
techniques that can ignore bad detector pixels in the reconstruction process. During image analysis, the rings contribute
to high-frequency noise and can often be reduced using a local
filter such as a Gaussian or median filter.
In some cases, our reconstructions also demonstrate capping artifacts. Such artifacts cause a homogeneous material
to appear brighter near the image center and dimmer near the
edges. This artifact widens the image histogram, reduces the
SNR, and complicates analysis of the packing. Typically, capping artifacts are caused by overexposed (and saturated) projection images.48 In our system, we observed that capping artifacts were reduced by reducing the beam energy, consistent
with reports that this artifact arises from overexposure. Possible fixes for this artifact could include exposure optimization
before projection images are acquired, or digital overexposure
correction before or during reconstruction.
Additionally, some of our reconstructions contain mild
beam-hardening artifacts. Such artifacts arise when lowenergy x-rays from a polychromatic source are attenuated
by the sample more than the higher-energy x-rays. Beamhardening is visible in Fig. 8(a) at the edges of the phantom as
well as in Fig. 5 at the edges of the packing. This artifact can
be substantially reduced by placing a copper screening plate
in front of the x-ray source as well as appropriately adjusting
the exposure settings for projection images.

chrotron imaging solutions,

r can be integrated with existing materials testing experiments,

r provides a large field of view compatible with many
typical soft matter experiments.
Because it is built around x-ray tomography, this system can be applied much more broadly than to the granular
packings presented here. Many typical polymer-based rubbers and plastics used in current soft-matter experiments have
ideal x-ray cross sections for reconstruction with our system.
Additionally, with the recent explosion of 3D-printing, more
complex multi-material systems can be fabricated easily for
testing in a system such as ours.
By expanding to different material classes, such a system,
paired with innovative 3D image analysis can help to quantify the relationship between the global and local responses in
many different microstructural materials. Many phenomena
naturally arise as candidates for this kind of testing: buckling
modes of 3D foams and networks, and failure identification
in 3D materials represent a small subset of the material problems that would benefit from integrated measurements such
as ours. Ultimately, integrated stress and microstructure measurements enable quantitative analysis of the relationship between local material behavior and global response.
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